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If your pole position is the issue, we are meticulous and obsess over details

Whenever performance needs to be extremely reliable and fast, ATEC joins the race. In the field of high-performance fluid transfer systems, it is precision and experience that ensure success. As technology leader, development partner and high-tech incubator we are in demand around the world. Not counting Formula 1 and worldwide motorsport, we are challenged each and every day by the top players in the automotive and high-tech industries!

Find out more
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With “ATEC inside” nanograms and milliseconds are the decisive parameters for your top performance

Those who strive for the highest level of precision need experience and must, each day anew, be prepared to go to their limits. This is why we develop, plan and produce more than hose and tube systems, reusable couplings and fittings in titanium, Inconel, aluminium or stainless steel, be they individual parts, prototypes or small series! We fight for each nanogram, whatever it takes. And to reach the decisive millisecond, ATEC is willing to go to the limits of the technically feasible for its customers and partners …

Find out more
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112 Formula-1 Grand Prix victories with “ATEC inside” are clear proof: We put our customers in the flow to achieve peak performance.

In motorsport as well as in automotive and high-tech industries, technology leaders are setting globally ambitious standards. As far as “ATEC inside” is concerned, there is no doubt: Whether acting as a development partner, a manufacturer of precision parts or an extended workbench for titanium, Inconel, aluminium or stainless steel – ATEC puts its customers in the flow to achieve peak performance.

Find out more
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                                You have questions? 

Contact us.

Contact page                            
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